


Safety Precautions
• Do not allow small children to touch the cutter.

• To ensure the safe and correct use of your cutter, read this manual thoroughly prior to use.

• Keep the manual in a handy location for quick reference as necessary.

• The following describes important points for safe operation. Be sure to observe them strictly.





Do not put sundries on table top or gantry top.

＊It may cause machine failure.

















Provide sufficient space around the cutter so that it does

not strike any objects in its vicinity during cutting.

＊Such contact may cause misalignment in cutting or

plotting.







Preface
Thank you for choosing our Auto Feeding CNC flatbed cutter. Please read this manual carefully before using to

guarantee the best cutting quality and productivity.

Though the provided information is detailed and accurate to the maximum, if you find anything unclear or incorrect, or wish to

make other comments or suggestions,please contact your sales representative or Gunner vendor.

Not with standing the stipulations in the preceding paragraph, Gunner assumes no liability for damages resulting from

either the use of the information contained herein or the use of the product.

The product specifications and other information in this manual are subject to change without notice.



Please follow instruction below to assemble vinyl cutter, vacuum pump,vacuum valve,etc.



Chapter I How to Install Software

1.1 Install SignWorkPro

If you use the software CORELDRAW, you can directly output the cutting job to the cutter with steps below:

1st, Get the installation package from your sales representative or us.

2nd,Double click to run,then choose the corresponding CORELDRAW version,then click to install.



3rd,The installation is completed successfully.

4th,Right click the short-cut icon of CORELDRAW to choose Properties Compatibility and click Run This Program as



an Administrator in the followingpicture.

5th, RunCORELDRAW, then right click the item in red , then choose SignWorkPro.When the toolbar in the following

picture pops up, the installation is fully completed.



1.2 Introduction to icons of software

＊Generate the cutting job with the selected icon and send to cutter.

＊Add Registration Mark to the selected contour.



＊add auxiliary bar code to the selected Mark.

＊Automatically generate the contour for the selected picture.

＊software settings.



Chapter II Quick Start to Machine Operation
Open Coreldraw and click on the icon in red circle as below

Then choose the correct model of the vinyl cutter, please note that this is important for well-off cutting / plotting

operation. If the model is uncertain, please refer to the machine picture displayed.

The model we are talking about here is auto feeding cnc flatbed cutter series





There are Non-contour Cutting and Cut Picture Mode(Contour Cutting). The Segmented Area Cutting Operation and

Duplicate Operation are applied to accomplish long length cutting or repetitive work.

There are two ways to send cutting jobs to vinyl cutter, 1st is to connect cutter and PC via a USB Cord and send files by PC;

2nd way is by USB Memory, in this way, you may download file by USB memory, then plugin it to cutter and then carry out

cutting operation offline. Please follow the picture below to get the cutting job.



Preparations

To setup cutting force and speed, please refer to Chapter IV of CNC FLATBED CUTTER MANUAL. Before practicing, please



set speed smaller than 200mm/s; please make sure the protruding lengthof tool tip is appropriate; make sure the cutting force

is smaller than 200g. Youmay increase the speed and cutting force gradually as you aremore andmore skillful in operation.

2.1Non-contour Cutting

1st, choose the objects to be cut, then click .

2nd, as per window below, click Y to carry out cutting of the objects selected, all of the objects in the page will be cut if you

click N.



3rd, as the screen below, click CUT and the cutting operation will be executed. Before clicking CUT, please check the LCD

display of machine and make sure it reads ONLINE, please press to switch the mode to ONLINE if not.



2.2 Contour Cutting

In the beginning, please switch the working mode to Cut Picture Mode(Contour Cutting), the machine won’t read the

registration marks if Cut Picture Mode is not picked, and it will carry out object(s) selected, which is Non-contour cutting.





1st, same to Non-contour Cutting operation, please get the objects to be carried out ready.

2nd, add Registration Marks. click on Contour(s) and Picture(s),then click on

As picture below, pick Cycle Mark



Then you will see follow screen, at this time, you are allowed to take fine tuning on the object(s) to be cut, please make

sure all of the object(s) to be carried out are inside of the registration marks, and there should not be any picture within

10mm to the registration mark(s), or it shall result in failure to recognize the registration mark(s).

3rd, hide the picture(s) which are not needed, just reserve Contour(s) and Registration Mark(s). Make sure to select all of

the Contour(s) and Registration Mark(s) that going to be carried out, no any one should be miss-selected.



4th, click to pop up following screen:



5th, see picture below, put the pre-printed paper on machine, let the cutter blade above the center area of the registration

mark on top left corner of the paper as shown on Coreldraw page, click CUT, and you will see the CCD Camera will read

the dots one by one, then cutting operation will be carried out.





2.3 Segmented Area Cutting Operation

When cutting long length pre-printed media, you shall choose SEGMENTED as shown in following picture.



Please take a note:

With Non-contour Cutting, you are allowed to choose the length of each segmented area, while it should not bigger than



the Stroke of each axis of machine.

As per picture below, with Contour Cutting, it is unable to setup the length of segmented area, while the length is assigned

by distance of registration marks, please make sure the distance should be smaller than the Stroke of each axis of machine.





After setup the length of segmented area correctly, please send the cutting job(s) to cutter either in the way of

Non-contour cutting or Contour cutting, then the cutter will cut in the length of segmented area, and it will pull the next

section of media onto table top after finishing the previous section, it will not stop until finishing the complete job.

2.4 Duplicate Cutting Job and repetitive work

When a repeat cutting is necessary, you need to take Copies feature, while this feature is applicable with U flash memory

only.



Pick Copies and SaveToFile，input values in Number and Space, then click CUT, and then download the cutting job with U

flash memory.

Connect the U flash memory to the cutter, then press (Run/Stop), and then press and buttons to select

the cutting job to be carried out.



Press ENTER and machine will start to work, it will accomplish the number of copies as input previously, when a copy is

finished, the machine will travel across the distance appointed and move to the next section/area, then it will start to cut

in that area or read the registration marks there, the cutter will repeat the process till finish all of the job.

Thanks for your time and please get contact with vendor or authorized agent if there is any further information needed.
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